Organisation of a one day event to prevent radicalisation

Example of use

We deal with development and implementation of learning resources and teaching materials for preventing radicalisation in high schools. During the project, partners delivered more than 40 usable examples of learning materials that can be directly implemented in schools.

For dissemination purposes Public University of Ptuj decided to involve Municipality of Ptuj since the possibility of having the Mayor for honorary sponsor and possible Tolerance Ambassador and promotor was too good to be missed.

As preconditions for implementation must be met, partners developed and tested all the materials in the classrooms and gathered feedback from teachers so prior to presentational activities with Municipality all of the materials have been prepared, tested and published in final version.

We used all of our resources to get in touch with the Municipality: our internal network of partners and general manager of Public University of Ptuj that did the first communication action and arranged a meeting with Mayor of Ptuj, Mr. Miran Senčar, on 21st of September 2017.

Mr. Senčar was extremely interested in results since Ptuj’s Municipality is constantly craving for raising the quality of living, school environments and steps towards raised tolerance in general, so he decided to support our project with honorary patronage.

This opened the doors to the co-working subject at Municipality that we needed to help us with organization of Open doors event at Public University of Ptuj with branding the Mayor as honorary sponsor and involving a wide range of high schools (and other interested subjects not from high school area too) to be present at Open doors event.

With the help of mailing lists of Municipality and internal mailing lists of Public University of Ptuj we managed to invite over 50 teachers, principals, mentors, interested lay public and other visitors to the Open Doors Event, organized on 15th of December 2017 at Public University of Ptuj in Classroom 1 and 2.

One-day event was organized with agenda:
1. Registration
2. Welcome and introduction of speakers
3. Plenary: 2 speakers on using best cases in classrooms
4. Workshops: 4 groups organized, each included one member from team to lead the workshop and to gather the results for individual group presentations at the end
5. Reports from workshops and summary of the day
6. Registering interested teachers or schools for implementation of materials in their working environment
7. Follow-up instructions

 Preconditions:
• Prepared materials for implementation in school environment
• Pilot testing of learning resources and cases
• Dissemination of pilot results done
• Presentation of project at Municipality
• Interested co-working subject at Municipality for communication needed
• Open doors event organized and stakeholders invited with the help of staff from Municipality
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